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that educational policy would enhance india's 
economy, scientific and technical sectors. It was 
widely discussed at the national and state level 
and in this discussion, the state of Maharashtra 
also showed its views. 

24
Autoptimize: Google Friendly 

Techniques To Optimize A 

Website With Aggregate Js, 
To create a cultured personality of the Minify Css, Cache Scripts & Styles 

Among the goals that were put forward 
in the National Education Policy, 1986 

person. 
.To preserve the spiritual and moral 

values of person. Yash Vidyasagar 
Creating a scientific outlook 

.Creating an attitude of diligence in 
Student, M.Sc. I Year, Fergusson College, Pune 

expressing R. D. Chaudhari 

.Crating respects for secularism and Assistant Professor, Department of Electronics, 

Shri R.L.T. College of Science, Akola nation. 

Among with these different approaches, 
the Commission recommends education for the 

development of individuals. In view of the 

purpose of the Commission, it is seen that the 

person has tried to provide value education. 

Religious education, Character education and 
Moral education have used in the past. In the 
national policy of 1986, the term Value education 

is used. 

ABSTRACT 

The Google friendly approach to 

increasing the ranking of the website is currently 

the hottest issue being exercised on the net. 

The techniques of optimizing your site are of 

course critical. The basic need is to aggregate 

JS, minify the CSS (no in lining), cache scripts 
The article presented discusses the and styles, injects CSS in the page head by 

historical background of value education. In default but can also inline critical CSS and defer 

Conclusion 

which Vedic Period, Buddhist Period, Medieval the : 

Period, British Period, Various Commissions and 

Value education etc. have been discussed. 

Referencees 

the aggregated full CSS, moves and defers 

scripts to the footer and minifies HTML. The best 

practices are: optimisation of images with lazy- 

loading, optimizing Google Fonts, asynchronising 
non-aggregated JavaScript, removing the CMS 

core emoji crust and many more. We have 

practically experimented on these techniques 
and found that the performance of the website, 

particularly for the search giant Google, is just 

great. Even when already on HTTP/2! There are 

many types of utilities, plugins, etc. available 

on the net, but the best plugin that we found is 

the Autoptimize. It has extensive APl available 

to enable you to tailor to each and every site's 

specific needs. 
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HTML comments. 

well for low traffic websites. 
JAVASCRIPT OPTIONSs 

The JavaScript options are somewhat complex to customise. 

1.Optimise Javaacript code: Enable or 

7.Exclude CSS from Aiytoptimize: A ist of CSS files Autoptimize shouldn't touch. DVANTAGES OF USING AUTOPTIMIZE PLUGIN disable Autoptimize for JavaScript. disabe 
2. Force JavaScript in: If you have some 

strategies, and working on the 
issues with JavaScript components failing to 

design. Unfortunately, t 

Website owners spend a lot of time creating content, developing marketin strategies, and working on their websites correctly, try this option. It will load the 
generally ignored like the speed o the 

design. Unfortunately, the technical aspects are generally ignored like the speed of their website. The page loading speed is important 

JavaScript early on, which can resolve common problems with page rendering. 
3. Also aggregate inline JS: Some 

because of the following reasons WordPress themes have inline Javaacript which Fast Websites Have Better Search 
is located throughout HTML files. You can pulisearch 

Engine 
engines 
Rankings: 

use 
Now-a-days. 

page load sDe 
most of the 

this JavaScript out and combine it into a single 
important ranking factor. If the pages 

file, which improves page speed. Use this option quickly, the website with caution, because it can cause the search Autoptimize cache to become large very quickly. slowly, you may drop s 4. Exclude scripts from Autoptimize: 

search engines use page load speed as an 
important ranking factor. If the pages icad very 
quickly, the website will receive a boost to your 
search engine rankings. if your pages icad 
slowly, you may drop some entries, in search 
engine results. If you can improve the speed of 
your website, your rank will improve and your 
website's traffic could dramatically increase. 

You may encounter a script that does not work 
correctly after Autoptimize has minified or 

aggregated it. If you have a malfunctioning script 
exclude it from Autoptimize here. 

5. Add try-catch wrapping: If a JS error 
is preventing your pages from working correctly, 

websites. The visitors aiways expect websites check this option. It wil "catch" any errors before 
they can stop the page rendering 
CSS OPTIONS 

Visitors Prefer Fast Websites: Many web 

developers do not customise the coding property. 
when it comes to the performance of the 

to load quickly and to be responsive to their 

requests on different media like mobile phone 

Optimise CSS Code: Enable or disable screen, PC, Tab, iPod, etc. 

Autoptimize for CSS. if the page takes more than 3 seconds 
to load, your website is surely losing up to 40% 

of your visitors. This means that the website has 

a very high bounce rate, which refers to the 

number of visitors who navigated away from the 

Option la 
2. Generate data: URis for images: This 

to load, y 

ption lets you encode small images into your 
CS files instead of having more server calls to 

download individual images. 
site after viewing one page 

3.Kemove Google fonts: If you don't use 

00gle fonts in your theme, uncheck this 
ootion 

box. 

o alack of professio ead 10 a 

Visitors are also less ikely to trust a 

slow-loading site because they often beieve t 

indicates a lack of professionaksm. if you are 
4. Also aggregate inline CSS: The option 

Emoves CSS from your HTML and aggregates it. Useful if yourthe selling a product or service, this can lead to a 

drop in conversions and the profits, in turn 

Finally, if you are providing à service ifor 

has CSS throughout many 
pages. 

ows you to put some CSS in the HTML file if it example, the service of education) via your 

website, speed is crucial tor maintainang the 

quality of that servce. it 

Ihline and Defer CSS: This option 

S required to load the page. Other CSS is Sitors have to wat 

uererred and loaded afterwards. 
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using the same connection to perform 6everal 
oncurrent requests. So the concatenation of ti tente tr, m faAnt that tamustng CSS/ IS can still make a lot of sente. So it neans that the step which required to follow, are very simple: configure, test, reconfigure, retest, il; t, tirrufillya tweak and look what works best in your context Maybe it's just HTTP/2, maybe it's HTTP/2 aggregation and minification, maybe it's HTP/ rrh ile fri rei Fie, a t nif 2+minification (which AO can do as well, simply 

Minificstiun tla V ey 

untick the "aggregate JS-files" and/ or Autptinize fat. thitdf n r 
aggregate CSS-files" options). And Autoptirnise can do a lot more then just optimizing your JS & 

Cathing filas brAS 'g HIMI files, suria sh 5,ia, s, 1MGaA 
CSS of course. 

Starting from A0 2.1 WordPress core's jqueryjs is not optimized for the simple reason a lot of popular plugins inject inline JS that is not aggregated either (due to possible cache size issues with unique code in inline JS) which relies on jquery being available, so excluding jquery.js ensures that most sites will work out of the box If you want optimize jquery as well, you can remove it from the JS optimization exclusion list (you might have to enable "also aggregate inline S" as well or switch to "force JS in head") 
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THE ISSUE OF CACHE 
The Autoptimize cache is a very simple it easy to, intmusate C.ny fiar 

file cache. By default, files that are combined 
REFERENCES 

and minified are stored in the /wp-content/ cache/Autoptimize folder. You can empty this cache whenever you please by clicking the 
plugn 

Delete Cache button highlighted in the image below. 
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the optffisaticn 1ah ftp plugin 

Configufe Auttt 2e 
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